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Personalizing
Personalize handset with wallpaper or
ringtones. Personalize Home screen layouts
and quickly apply it to handset.

Changing Ringtone
1.
2.

Menu Key (

Personalizing Handset
with Scenes
Scenes are personalized Home screen layouts
that you can quickly apply to handset. By
switching between scenes, you instantly turn
handset into your perfect work handset,
travel handset, etc.

) ＞ Settings

If preset scene is customized, save
current scene confirmation appears. To
save current scene, tap Save, enter scene
name, then tap Done.

3.

Done

Customize HTC scene and save it as My
Scene. Alternatively, design your own Home
screen after deleting all items.

OK

1.
2.

Tip
･ Ringtones or songs downloaded or copied
to memory card can be set as ringtone
(P.15-4).

Menu Key (
) ＞ Scenes
Select the preset scene

Creating a My Scene

Personalize ＞ Default ringtone ＞
Select ringtone you want to use
Ringtone sample plays.

3.

1.
2.

HTC

Social

3.

Menu Key (
) ＞ Scenes
Select the preset scene or Clean
Slate ＞ Done
Add widgets and other elements
＞ Arrange the layout
To add widgets and other elements, see
P.2-3.
To arrange the layout of your Home
screen, see P.2-4.

4.

Work
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Play

Travel

Change Home screen wallpaper
You can also change Lock screen
wallpaper.
To change Home screen wallpaper, see
P.2-3.

5.

When you are done designing,
Menu Key (
) ＞ Scenes

6.
7.

Current (unsaved) ＞ Save
Enter a new scene name ＞ Done

■To overwrite already created a scene
＞ Enter the same scene name ＞ Done
＞ Replace

Deleting a My Scene

1.
2.
3.

Menu Key (
) ＞ Settings ＞
Personalize ＞ Scenes
Tap scene name you want to
delete
Menu Key (

) ＞ Delete ＞ OK

Renaming a My Scene

1.
2.
3.
4.

Menu Key (
) ＞ Settings ＞
Personalize ＞ Scenes
Tap My scene name you want to
rename
Menu Key (

Changing Wallpaper
Change Home screen or Lock screen
wallpaper with your favorite photo. Browse
the collection of wallpapers included in
handset or select from photos taken with
camera or animated wallpaper.

1.
2.

Menu Key (

) ＞ Wallpaper

HTC wallpapers ＞ Select from
preset wallpapers ＞ Set wallpaper

Personalizing Home
Screen
Adding a Widget

1.

Tap
or tap and hold an
empty area on the Home screen

2.

Select the item you want to add
Widget : Add a Calendar, music player, a
photo frame, or Twitter, etc.
Program: Add an application shortcut
on your Home screen to open
application quicker.
Shortcut: Add shortcuts such as setting,
a bookmarked webpage, or a favorite
Contact.
Folder: Add a folder where you can
organize Home screen items, a shortcut
to Contacts with phone numbers or
starred Contacts, etc.

■To select a photo taken with camera or
copied to memory card
＞ Photos ＞ Camera shots/All photos ＞
Select a photo ＞ Crop the photo ＞ Save
■To select from preset animated
wallpapers
＞ Live wallpapers ＞ Select an animated
wallpaper ＞ Set wallpaper

3.

Select the icon or widget.

) ＞ Rename

Enter the scene name ＞ Done
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4.

Select item or style depending on
selected widget or icon.

Moving a Widget or Icon

1.

Tap and hold widget or icon you
want to move

2.

When handset vibrates, drag
widget or icon to a new location
and release it

Renaming a Folder

If the Home screen is already full, drag
the item to another screen.

1.
2.

Select folder

3.

Enter a new folder name ＞ OK

Tap and hold folder window title
bar

Removing a Widget or Icon
Tip
･ To add widgets in the widget list, tap Get
more HTC widgets.
･ To add an application shortcut to Home
screen, tap and hold an application icon in
All programs list. Without lifting your
finger, drag the icon to an empty area on
Home screen, and release it.
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1.

Tap and hold widget or icon you
want to remove

2.

When handset vibrates, drag
widget or icon to
.

3.

When item and
release your finger.

turn red,

